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2017 video game Dragon Quest XI: Echoes of elusive AgeEnglish ad art Developer(s)Square Enix[a]Publisher(s)Square Enix[b]Director(s)Takeshi UchikawaProducer(t)Yosuke SaitoHokuto Okamoto[1]Designer(s)Yuji HoriiProgrammer(t)Toshihide KitamuraArtist(t)Akira TokirariyamaEiichiro NakatsuWriter(s)Yuji HoriiKenjirou MoriJun ItoComposer(s)Koichi SugiyamaSeriesDragon
QuestEngineUnreal Engine 4Platform(s)Nintendo 3DSPlayStation 4Microsoft WindowsNintendo SwitchXbox OneRelease July 29, 2017 Nintendo 3DSJP: July 29, 29, 2017 Nintendo 3DSJP: July 29, 2017 2017 PlayStation 4JP : July 29 , 2017WW: September 4, 2018 WindowsWW: September 4, 2018 Definitive Edition Nintendo SwitchWW: September 27, 2019 PS4, Xbox One,
WindowsWW: December 4, 2020 Genre(s)Role-playingMode(s)Single Player Dragon Quest XI: Echoes of a Elusive Age[c] is a role-playing game developed and released by Square Enix. The entry in the long-running Dragon Quest video game series was released in Japan for Nintendo 3DS and PlayStation 4 in July 2017 and worldwide for PlayStation 4 and Microsoft Windows in
September 2018. The improved version of Dragon Quest XI S: Echoes of a Elusive Age - Definitive Edition was released in September 2019 for nintendo switch, as well as PlayStation 4, Microsoft Windows and Xbox One in December 2020. One of the first games announced for the Nintendo Switch video game console, the game was originally designed as an open world game,
but the idea was rejected when it contradicted the story the developers wanted to tell. To raise awareness of the Dragon Quest franchise in the West, support and features of Microsoft Windows, such as English dialogue and 4K resolution support, were included. Elements later added included an extended plot and the ability to listen to an orchestral version of the result. While
many critics thought the game was the best in the series as well as one of the best modern JRPGs, others criticized its overly traditional and non-innovative design. The game delivered more than six million songs by September 2020 The protagonist will also appear as a playable character in the 2018 crossover battle game Super Smash Bros. Ultimate. Gameplay See also: The
general elements of the dragon quest in-game screenshot, which show a common battle in Nintendo 3DS and Definitive Edition versions, have an optional mode that allows the player to play them in 16-bit graphical mode. Dragon Quest XI continues to play previous games in the series, where players explore worlds and fight various monsters, including the ability to explore high
areas. [2] The Nintendo 3DS version has a different style than other versions and displays 3D graphics on the top screen and 16-bit-style sprites on the lower screen. Before going into battle, players can also exchange 3D and 2D graphical at any time. [3] [4] Such as Dragon Quest IX, on land the game's combat system has no casual encounters and shows all enemies in the
world. The combat system also adds a free-form camera option inspired by MMORPG Dragon Quest X, which allows players to move around a closed battlefield, although it is purely visual and offers no other benefits to gaming. [5] [6] [7] Plot The game is set in the world of Erdrea, and begins when the Kingdom of Dundrasil is conquered and destroyed by the Monster Army. The
protagonist, a child during the attack, survives and is found floating along a river by an old man named Chalky in the village of Cobblestone. The protagonist was adopted by Chalky's daughter Amber and grew up in the village. After the protagonist's upcoming ceremony, Amber reveals to him the truth about his birth and adoption and sends him to meet King Carnelian of Heliodor.
But the King accuses him of being evil and throws him in the dungeon. Imprisoned, the protagonist meets a thief named Erik, who reveals that he was sent to see him because the sign in his hand is proof that he is Luminary, the legendary hero chosen by the world tree Yggdrasil to save Erdrea from evil. The pair escape and escape capture, which was later accompanied by two
magi: Veronica, who is trapped in a child's body by a curse, and her twin sister Serena. In an effort to help Luminar reach the sacred tree Yggdrasil, they get three other companions: Sylvando, the travelling entertainer, Rab, the former king and protagonist of Dundrasil, and Jade, the princess in exile in Heliodor, who helped the baby protagonist escape during the Dundrasil attack.
Eventually, the party arrives at the heart of Yggdrasil, which contains the Sword of Light, a weapon intended for Luminary. However, just as Luminary is about to take it, he and the party will be kidnapped by Carnelian and his arresters Jasper and Hendrik. It has been revealed that Carnelian is possessed by an evil wizard named Mordegon and that Jasper is Mordegon's agent.
Two fallen Hendrik and Luminary party, with Mordegon taking the Sword of Light and sucking Yggdrasil's heart, destroying the tree and plunging the world into a time of darkness. Luminary, separated from the others, returns to Cobblestone, which became a confirmed haven for Heliodori citizens led by Carnelian and Hendrik, apologising to Luminary for all the problems he has
caused them. Hendrik joins forces with Luminary, and together they take Heliodor back from mordegon's forces. After reassuring with the rest of the party, with the exception of Veronica, who perished saving others during the fall of Yggdrasil, Luminary will have the means to acquire the new Sword of Light, which they will use to defeat Jasper and Mordegon, who will restore
Yggdrasil and the world. Afterwards, the party finds a way to bring Veronica back Lost time. There they meet the Timekeeper, who gives Luminary the power to go back in time and defeat Mordegon before he can steal the heart of the Sword of Light and Yggdrasil, saving Veronica from sacrificing herself. However, due to Mordegon's absence, the Dark Spirit is able to summon a
mysterious orb named Erdwin's Lantern and blend in with what evokes the game's true adversary, the Dark Lord, Calasmos, who was previously destroyed on the timeline of the Mordegon regime. The party learns that his mage partner Morcant betrayed and killed an earlier Luminary named Erdwin, who embraced calasmos' powers and turned into Mordegon. Since he could not
be destroyed forever without the power of Luminary, Serenica, Erdwin's former stale companion and lover, then sealed the weakened Calasmos inside Erdwin's lantern and tried to return to the past in the Tower of Lost Time, but instead became a Timekeeper. Then the party meets and destroys Calasmos before Luminary gives his signal to Serenica, who returns to his original
form and uses it to return to the past and get back together with Erdwin. In the company of Veronica and Serena, she also returns the Sword of Light to Yggdrasil, who reveals herself to be Yggdragon, an ancient dragon of light who was defeated by Calasmos a long time ago and whose body turned into a tree Yggdrasil and gave life to Erdrea. Yggdragon gives Luminary the title
Erdrick, the greatest of all heroes, and keeps the Sword on a day when a new hero needs it to defend Erdrea from evil. Halfway through the finale, Serenica reunites with Erdwin in the past, while after the finale, the young mother, after reading Luminary's story in the book, wakes her children out of bed and establishes the beginning of Dragon Quest III. Development and release
As in most of the series, Dragon Quest XI was designed and written by Yuji Horii (left), whose music was composed by Koichi Sugiyama (right). Dragon Quest XI began development in 2013 and was announced in 2015 for playstation 4, Nintendo 3DS and Nintendo Switch. [8] [9] It was one of the first games announced for switch, known by the nintendo NX code name, as it had
not been fully revealed at the time. [10] [11] Initially, the team considered opening the game completely open, but decided against it because it would have led to problems that told its story. [12] PlayStation 4, Windows and Switch editions use unreal engine 4 and development assistance from Orca Inc., while the 3DS version received assistance from Toylogic Inc.[2][13] In April
2017, Square Enix gave a special presentation of a game in which the release date of PlayStation 4 and 3DS in Japan was revealed on July 29. , 2017. [14] [15] [16] In the same month Sony Interactive Entertainment and Nintendo revealed PlayStation 4 Slim and New Nintendo 2DS XL to allow Japan to tie up the game. [17] At the same time as the publication, lead designer and
author of scenarios Yuji Horii announced that an international version localized in five languages will be published in 2018. [18] The exact date was later revealed on September 4, 2018, along with the Version of Microsoft Windows, via Steam, the first major league. It includes English dialogue, first-person camera option, 4K resolution support, and draconian Quest hard mode
difficulty feature, among others. [19] [20] [21] Square Enix announced its desire to expand the Dragon Quest brand beyond Japan, which they believed these features would help it beyond the Windows version. [22] The international PlayStation 4 release also saw a special collector's edition, called Edition of Lost Time, which includes a basic game, a set of bonus-in-game items, a
128-page hardback art book that includes Akira Toriyama's original character design concepts,[23] a two-disc soundtrack that includes orchestration versions of koichi Sugiyama's music, the game's world fabric map and steel book case. [21] [24] The 3DS version was not localized outside Japan, and the Switch version was delayed when the team upgraded it to a new version of
Unreal Engine 4 supported by the system. The Switch version was re-announced at the Tokyo Game Show in 2018. [11] Known as Dragon Quest XI S: Echoes of a Elusive Age - Definitive Edition, it was released worldwide on 27 May 2005. [26] [27] [28] Dragon Quest XI S was also released for PlayStation 4, Xbox One and Windows 4. [29] Reception ReceptionAggregate
scoreAggregatorScoreMetacriticPS4: 86/100[30]PC: 80/100[31]NS: 91/100[32]PS4 (S): 93/100[33]XONE: 91/100[34]Review scoresPublicationScoreDestructoid8/10[35]EGM8.5/10[36]Famitsu40/40[37]Game Informer8.25/10[38]GameRevolution[39]GameSpot9/10[40]IGN8.8/10[41]PC Gamer (UK)68/100[42]USgamer[43] Dragon Quest XI received generally favorable reviews
according to review aggregator Metacritic, with critics praising it for its visuals, traditional turn-based combat, plot, and characters. [30] [31] Several releases called it the best game in dragon quest, as well as one of the best modern JRPGs. [40] [44] [45] Kotakun Tim Rogers, a longtime player in the series, called it one of the best games of all time. [46] USgamer saw the game as a
natural continuation of Dragon Quest VIII, the last major league console game released outside Japan, and an ideal starting point for the newcomers to the series. [43] PC Gamer praised English localization, calling it the most undervalued writing for the year. [47] Despite the collective praise, some critics saw the overly conservative nature of the game as a disadvantage. Polygon
noted that the updated visualizations and presentation were transferred to a fragile and aging skeleton and were unlikely to bring new fans to the series due to its more underdeveloped nature. [48] PC Gamer also agreed, noting that while the Windows port worked without any problems and looked good, they believed the game itself was disappointingly safe. [49] [42] IGN criticized
some sexual elements in the game, including an effort to dress a female character in a bunny costume, as well as the usual puff puff content of the series. [41] Some critics also wrote that the game's unending MIDI synthesized soundtrack often contradicted the game's visualization. [43] For the Windows version, fans released a mod to replace it with existing orchestral winters.
[50] The orchestra's soundtrack was later included in definitive edition, although the original soundtrack was also available. Sales Game sold more than two million physical copies during its first two days of sale in Japan; The Nintendo 3DS version sold 1.13 million, while the PlayStation 4 version sold 0.95 million. [51] In North America, the game had the best release month in
series history, doubling the dollar sales of the previous best, Dragon Quest IX. [52] By November 2018, it had shipped more than four million copies worldwide. [53] Dragon Quest XI S sold 303,204 copies in its first week in Japan in its Switch version. [54] By September 2020, the game had shipped more than six million copies worldwide. [55] Awards Year Award Category Result
Ref 2018 Game Critics Awards Best RPG nominated [56] Golden Joystick Awards PlayStation Game of the Year Nominated [57][58] Ultimate Game of The Year Nominated for The Game Awards 2018 Best Role-Playing Game Nominated [59] Gamers' Choice Awards Fan Favorite Role Playing Playing [60] 2019 D.I.C.E. Awards Role-playing nominee of the year [61] Legacy
Luminary also appeared as a playable character , through downloadable content in the 2018 crossover battle game Super Smash Bros. Ultimate. [62] The altar of Yggdrasil also performs as a stage for his close friends, along with several music tracks in the series. Luminary Amiibo was also released in October 2020. [63] Comments on additional development aid for Orca. The
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